How does the Chlorination process work?
The chlorination starts at the main and the newly installed line into your property is flushed and cleaned prior to being
put into service. This is to ensure that there is no contamination in the line.

What is a Curb Stop?
A curb stop is the valve which the Town will install to turn the water
service off and on to a building.
The requirements as noted in the tender are to be “standard brass with
drain and flared or compression type joints Mueller Mark II Oriseal Valve
with drain or equal. The value casing shall be John East No. 3063 curb
box or equal to and shall be asphalt enamel coated”. Asphalt Enamel
Coated is a primer is applied to the blast cleaned surface and then the
asphalt enamel, and various wraps are applied to this primed surface to
build up the coating thickness.
The drawing is not to scale at all and may not be exactly how the contractor will install, but at least it gives you an idea of how the curb box and
water lines look like underground.

What is the Residential Water Meter Size?
The Town of Pilot Butte will be using a 5/8” x ¾” Sensus Iperls Water
Meter with a transmitter. The water meter will be installed on the water
line in your basement. Once the meter is installed and the water is
flowing, the meter transmits a remote signal that will be read by the
Water Department on a monthly basis.
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What is happening with the 5th Avenue Asphalt?
Due to the heavy rains, Ed’s Contracting has been unable to complete the asphalt work on 5th Avenue by the original
anticipated date. Subject to weather conditions, the work is expected to be completed the 2nd week of June, with the
completion of Butte Street to follow.

